In the face of the complexity of language as an object of study, it becomes crucial for researchers who investigate its various facets to communicate and to understand each-others' terminology, methods and results. The feasibility and utility of striving for the elegance of formal models of isolated aspects of the linguistic system (for example, set of generative rules in an individual's head) are called into question: a theory of language needs to account for how it functions in multiple systems and on multiple time-scales. This short introduction to the special issue on Language as Social Coordination situates works in this issue on the map of collective effort to formulate such a theory. It is also a reflection on the form of a theory of language that could integrate this variety of data and results. 
Language is a tool for functional organization
One thing seems to be certain when it comes to a theory of language: it cannot be simple. It seems that for many years, this simplicity was strived for: a theory of language in the form of a set of grammatical rules represented in an individual head which would generate any possible utterance. Yet (1) finding such a set of rules, either for a particular language or for languages in general, has proven difficult and (2) such a view of language leaves out the aspects of language that define its very nature in its "natural habitat" (Schegloff, 1996) : namely what it does in and for interactions among people.
Humans are a social species, which means that the criteria for selection of behaviors of the individuals are also dictated by functioning at a social [or interpersonal] level. On the one hand, humans are a species that is particularly capable of rapidly forming and dissolving functional organizations between and among its members, in order to deal with sudden events or tasks at hand. On the other hand, certain ways of organization stabilize in social structures and institutions, which can be more or less explicit and more or less codified. Failing to see language as one of the indispensable tools for this rapid functional organization and a means to stabilize ways of acting socially, seems to be a rather strange omission, a simplification endorsed by a decreasing number of scientists, mainly those who devoted their work exclusively to the internal cognitive functions of language (Chomsky, 2011) . For the rest of us, how language functions in dyads, groups, societies and populations is crucial in order to explain the emergence of its structures, to account for its internal workings in individual brains, and to determine its role in shaping interactive events.
Language works on multiple time-scales
Assuming that the coordinative role is important, however, leads to a very complex picture of language functioning. Not only humans coordinate linguistically both on-line and off-line, their ontogeny is also preparing for such coordination, and selection of "well-coordinating" structures happens over the time-scale of cultural evolution. Additionally, coordination, concept formation and language diachrony are processes, thus phenomena for which time dimension is crucial. It is not obvious how to link the symbolic nature of linguistic expressions, apparently constituted by discrete, timeless structures, with these dynamic, multi-time-scale processes.
One way of dealing with this complexity and "dual nature" of linguistic phenomena is not to assume that the complexity is due exclusively to (and thus explainable at) the layer of symbolic entities but to see language as a special kind of activity, immersed in a variety of internal and interactive dynamical events. In this way, one may say that linguistic behaviors "only" add to (or subtract possibilities from) the natural dynamics of events, supplying what is necessary for a given dynamics to become functional. Following the theorists of information in living systems (Pattee, 1969 (Pattee, , 1982 Polanyi, 1968) , we may look at language as a system of constraints that -through the processes of use, learning and evolution by cultural selection -were enabled to act as reliable constraints on dynamical events. By binding relevant degrees of freedom of a system, these constraints make the system functional (Tylén, Fusaroli, & Rączaszek-Leonardi, in press ). To use a more biologically motivated image: by limiting potentially available states of the system, constraints make the system more probable to find itself in those that are beneficial from the point of view of the adaptation to the environment.
This view of language as a system of replicable constraints (for details cf. Rączaszek- Leonardi & Kelso, 2008; Rączaszek-Leonardi, in press) suggests that the mind-boggling system of levels and time-scales on which relevant processes unfold may hopefully gain some coherence and clarity if linguistic symbols are seen as constraints on dynamics. The complexity, obviously, does not go away, but it may perhaps become more manageable. This organizational scheme provides theoretical benefit, facilitating identification of the relevant kinds of systems, dynamics and time-scales and establishing the relations of co-dependency among them. The complexity does not go away precisely because of the relevance of this interdependent multiplicity and the difficulty of "framing" and isolating parts of the linguistic system for studying.
In other words, once we accept the important message from the theory of information in biological systems, that "there is virtually no meaning to symbols outside the context of a complex dynamical organization around which the symbolic constraints have evolved" and that "it is useless to search for meaning in symbols without complementary knowledge of the dynamics being constrained by the symbols " (Pattee, 1987, p. 337) , we necessarily admit the following consequence. In the case of language, the meaning of an utterance is not only what it does to the dynamics of an individual on-line (e.g., evoking a certain brain state) but also what it has done to an individual in ontogeny (in repetitive instances of the utterance use), what it does to the dynamics of interaction on-line, and to the dynamics of our earlier social commitments (see e.g., Mac Whinney, 2005; Rączaszek- Leonardi, 2009 Leonardi, , 2010 . None of the systems and none of its dynamics stand alone: they are interdependent and intertwined, mutually shaping each other.
Back to the analysis?
What to do, then, in the face of this complexity? Why not stick to the analytical methods of separating the systems and analyzing them as modular entities: choose a level (motivated by questions we want to ask) and try to create a formalizable model of what is going on within the system? With a bit of collective effort and good will in understanding each other's terminology, perhaps, the modular puzzles of levels and subsystems would fall into place, forming a coherent theory? At least two things make such scenario of the theory construction difficult to realize. One has to do with the possibility to isolate the subsystems and the other with the possibility to formalize their workings.
The first challenge consists in the fact that the mechanisms responsible for the behavior of components may lay at the level of a system including (and consisting of) these components. In other words, just like in the oft-cited example of convection rolls in a liquid (see, e.g. Kelso, 1995) -where a particle goes as dictated by the global pattern formed (by those same particles) in a liquid -the emergent pattern, composed of elements, gains a causal power with respect to those elements. Much as it might sound strange to use such a physical metaphor for the behavior of conscious beings, the gap narrows if one thinks about the behavior of swarms of animals (flocks of birds or schools of fish) in which local interactive mechanisms cause global patterns that, in turn, "enslave" the elements. That such principles may be used in explanations of the behavior of people in a situation of collaboration has been shown in experiments on perceptual crossing by Auvray et al. (2009) , and modeled in an artificial system by Di Paolo et al. (2008) . The property of being in a stable interaction was used as an explanatory concept for the behavior of individual agents. In the case of language, ordering forces and mechanisms from different levels and time-scales have been shown to be present in a single experimental task and to be reflected in reaction times of participants (Rączaszek- Leonardi, 2010) . The feature of grammatical gender was shown to influence the on-line objects description proportionally to the congruence of grammatical genders among languages. This indicated that semantic forces acting on the time scale of cultural evolution are present in the laboratory situation. Isolating a system, or a time-scale might thus be excessively difficult and result in oversimplifications.
The second difficulty is linked to the formalizability of the models. Once we admit that dynamics is an inseparable part of the meaning of an expression, constructed here and now, it is increasingly difficult to describe a system only in terms of a formal model. The dynamic side of a system is a substrate comprised of multiple non-linearly interacting elements, whose behavior relies on repetitive, error-prone, stochastic processes and mechanisms of natural selection. Obviously, simplifying descriptions may be designed to predict the outcomes of such processes, but due to the sensitivity to initial conditions and to particular values of many parameters, our descriptions will remain just this, simplifications, and their predictions limited.
Integration through simulation
Is there any way out of these two crucial difficulties? As is usually the case, such troubles do not prevent scientists from doing research on chosen aspect of language, nor prevent theorists from constructing their -more or less generaltheories. One of the most promising and encompassing approaches is to explain how language functions by using multi-agent and multi-level computer simulations. In such models it is possible to link the levels of the on-line language functioning (where agents communicate) with the levels and time-scales of language learning (where agents' cognitive systems are shaped for coordination through interaction with 'older agents') and with the levels and time-scales of cultural language evolution (in which the functioning of generations of agents in populations in a given environment set the selection criteria for linguistic structures). There are already many excellent examples of models that focus on various aspects of these complex phenomena. Among them is Smith, Brighton and Kirby's (2002 Kirby's ( , 2003 work within the iterative learning paradigm, in which they have shown that the compositionality of language is a trait that makes a language system stable in the face of the bottleneck of cultural transmission. In their work on communication in artificial agents Cangelosi and colleagues show the necessity of grounding symbols in perceptual categories on the developmental and evolutionary time-scale (see e.g., Cangelosi, 2010) . Perhaps the most comprehensive work of Luc Steels and colleagues, encompasses the multiple levels mentioned in multi-agent architectures to ask specific questions about the link between cognition (conceptual categories) and language (e.g. in color categorization - Steels and Belpaeme, 2005) and to construct artificial systems functioning according to the discovered principles in real environments (Loreto & Steels, 2007; Steels, 2011) . Such an approach not only allows formulating an encompassing and coherent theory, but also, if needed, zooming in at the particular aspect, or time-scale, always bearing in mind its inseparability from the rest.
Obviously, computer simulations cannot stand alone. In weaving the fabric of explanation, theoretical work is needed, which links the reflection on the evolution and information in living systems with the theory of language, and, obviously, empirical research on language, which supports predictions of particular mechanisms and allows for the refinement of the models. Through the notion of multiple embedded time-scales and systems, various methodologies and various types of data can be integrated, with researchers collaborating to fill in information about the particular aspects of the models. The data come from:
-corpus studies that show processes on the cultural-evolution timescale, such as diachronic changes (e.g., Tabor, 1994 Tabor, , 1995 Bybee, 2002) but also, on a faster time-scale, such as processes of diffusion of innovations (Altmann et al., 2011) and more rapid social changes in frequency of uses (Cohn et al., 2004 ). -studies on language acquisition, from day one (or even earlier) onward, where language is seen as establishing the rhythm of social interaction (Trevarthen & Daniel, 2005) , educating attention (Nomikou et al., submitted) and instilling values (Cowley, 2004) . These serve as a basis, for the study how specific utterances link with social experience to socialize cognition (Wygotski (1930 (Wygotski ( /2006 ; Zinken and Ogiermann, 2011 ). -studies of on-line processes, both on the individual level and the level of interaction. Both are approached through the parallel studies of behaviors and patterns of brain activation. Traditional psycholinguistics has provided a substantial body of data on reaction times, errors, grammaticality judgments of individuals (e.g., Gleason & Ratner, 1997) , with some of the findings supported by the brain imaging studies (see e.g., Kutas & Federmeier, 2011; van Berkum, 2008) . More recently the level of interaction came under experimental scrutiny, showing how language coordinates individuals on a physical (McFarland, 2001; Shockley et al., 2003) as well as conceptual level (Pickering & Garrod, 2004 Fusaroli & Tylén, 2012; ) , in a culturally specific (Sinha, 2009; Zinken, 2008) and value-laden way (Trevarthen & Aitken, 2001; Hodges, 2007) . Also data on this, interactive, level is beginning to be supported by the studies of simultaneous brain activity (Tognoli et al., 2007; Dumas, et al., 2010) .
One particularly interesting approach stands out as able to link several levels and time-scales in experimental studies, namely experimental semiotics. It is a sort of "simulation" of language emergence and evolution in the laboratory, with real participants, in which task design allows for artificial shortening of time scales and observing on-line, learning and "cultural evolution" processes (Galantucci, 2005; Fay, et al., 2010 , for a review see Galantucci & Garrod, 2011) . Computer simulations and experimental semiotics coexist in some labs, which fruitfully use both of them, to mutually inspire each other (Kirby et al., 2008; Kirby et al., 2009) .
The present volume exemplifies many of the approaches that need to be integrated in language study: from philosophical and evolutionary reflection (Wacewicz & Żywiczyński, 2012) to experiments on how the language biblinguals actually use changes the value system applied to social situations (Boski & Iben Youssef, 2012) to corpus-based research on the emergence and spread of linguistic innovation (Paradowski & Jonak, 2012) . A necessity of the integration of methodologies, and finding the place for a new nomothetic approach is stressed in Roberts & Winters' contribution (Roberts and Winters, 2012) . Methodology is also the topic of the last paper (Leonardi, 2012) , which summarizes applications of Recurrency Quantification Analysis, a novel way to deal with dynamic processes in complex systems, especially those that comprise local and global levels (like the individual and interactive ones in language). I hope that the relevance of each of these works to the theory of language is clearly visible. Reflection on the overall form of the theory follows.
Th e form of the theory
Two kinds of integration seem to be facilitated by employing simulations of the processes of language emergence and use in artificial (or natural) agent-based systems. The first one is the integration of time-scales and levels, which allows observations how parameters and dynamics on one time-scale depend and determine parameters and dynamics on the others. The second kind of integration is due to the computational power of modern machines: they may help account for dynamic processes involved in language functioning which are based on iterative interactions of multiple agents, involving non-linear dependencies, noise and natural selection, and integrate them with symbolic ones. In the second sense the term "integration" has actually a deeper meaning than just "linking" the symbolic and the dynamic level: it means accounting for how a symbolic form accrues meaning by iterative acting (as a constraint) on several time-scales. In this sense "integration" draws on the mathematical concept of cumulating small changes over time.
Simulations may thus show, how, in multiple communicative episodes and multiple learning episodes, over time, constraints accrue controlling power over dynamics. This controlling becomes functional, or adaptive, in the process of natural selection, which acts on constraints, gradually shifting the probability distribution of adaptive and non-adaptive behaviors.
However such a form of a linguistic theory is very different from what the formal and/or generative models got us used to. It may well be that when building a veridical model of almost any interesting aspect of language one has to give up the hope for elegant formal models and algorithm-like explanations in the spirit of early cognitive science (Good Old-Fashioned Cognitive Science). With the computational simulations of dynamics involved -because of the sensitivity to initial conditions, non-linear responses of the systems to parameter changes and processes of natural selection -we are doomed to the study of "particular cases" (Turing, 1952, p.72) . Simulations of non-linear, repetitive, error-prone, stochastically driven processes, as in any physical complex system, will not result in the predictability similar to an algorithmic procedure. This is not due to error (in measurement or performance) but to the very nature of the processes under study. A particular process always remains idiosyncratic, unique, both in individuals under study and in simulations.
It is very important to see the difference between a theory in the form of a generalized, lawfully described, algorithmic model, and a theory based on grasping regularities form the observation and simulation of "particular cases", where time-dependent dynamics and irreversible selection processes interact with symbolically described constraints. Perhaps, since the idiosyncrasy of a particular history of a system and its elements is such an important feature of meaning construction, this difference is one of these things that make us feel the authenticity of the eternal divide between the humanistic accounts of human behavior and the lawful explanations of exact sciences.
